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It is with great pleasure and honour that I accepted the invitation to be 

with you here tonight at this prestigious forum. 

It always engenders a good feeling to be among friends and 

colleagues with whom you share the same aspirations and passion for 

the betterment of the lives of people in our different communities and 

our different countries. 

I have been invited here to speak about the democratisation 

movement in Africa, the spring revolutions in this part of our 

continent and to give a perspective on these developments which have 

had a far deeper meaning to the universal struggle for democracy.  
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Firstly, I want to say when you give a politician the platform to speak, 

you do not necessarily expect them to stick to the script and to the 

agreed time limit! 

All politicians must have carried with them into adult life the high 

school mischief of trying to answer their own question rather than the 

one to which the examiner wants them to respond. 

And when you hear them speak more than their scheduled time, there 

is little wonder why many of them have stayed in office more than 

their stipulated day of departure!  

Our species has a penchant of giving itself more time than is legally 

due to it!  

But I will try to be an honest politician tonight, the one who will try to 

stick to the script and speak within the stipulated time limit. 

Let me to say from the outset that the struggle for democracy in 

Africa has been piecemeal, pedantic and painful. 

From Casablanca to Table Bay, from the coast of Gabon to 

Mozambique, Africa’s story has been painful story. 
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It has been a story of subjugation and foreign domination by colonial 

powers that sought to supress people, to subjugate them, to pilfer their 

resources and to curtail their rights.  

The struggle for independence in the various African countries 

marked the first phase of a people that deserved universal standards of 

equality, democracy and good governance. 

Like everyone else across the globe, we refused to be treated as 

second class citizens in the countries of our birth. 

Thus, the nationalist movement represented our initial quest to 

democratise our environment by seeking the same universal standards 

of equality and freedom. 

One by one, all African nations gained their independence and we all 

celebrated when the last bastion of a racist edifice collapsed with the 

advent of a new South Africa. 

While we have raised our own sovereign flags after independence, the 

new leadership in Africa betrayed the continent’s collective struggle 

and inherited the same traits and culture of impunity, corruption, 

repression, misgovernance and personal aggrandisement. 
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We have had to wage a new struggle for democracy against the 

former nationalists who have perfected the same repression that so 

many sons and daughters of this continent fought against for almost a 

century.  

Because the new governments after independence have refused to 

accept that this is the brave 21st century; indeed the new and modern 

era underpinned by a new culture of multi-party democracy, 

tolerance, peace, stability and economic development.  

We have struggled on this continent to accept diversity, to be tolerant 

to divergent views and to create institutions that broaden rather than 

diminish the people’s basic rights and freedoms. 

Some of our leaders have helped confirm the negative stereotype of a 

continent of political violence, conflict, disease, hunger and war. 

They have pilfered national resources, pickpocketed the collective 

people’s struggle and shut their ears to the loud national demand for 

democracy and good governance.   

They have personalised national institutions, perfected the art of 

political patronage and bastardised their own legacy. 
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It is the same culture that brought about the spring revolutions when 

nations and their people became impatient with repressive leaders. 

There are many lessons for all of us arising from these spring 

revolutions. 

The first is that political leaders can only take the people for granted 

at their own risk. 

The second is that we must listen more to the people; because God 

gave us one mouth and two ears so that we could listen more than we 

talk down to the citizens that we govern. 

The third lesson is that you must retire at your prime because 

overstaying in office certainly leads to a time of diminishing returns 

when our age and competence cannot cope with the dictates of a new 

era. 

The fourth and most important lesson is that we must always respect 

the will of the people. Any government that claims to be in charge 

should have the clear mandate of its people. 
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What we have seed in Kenya and Zimbabwe demonstrates a serious 

breach and betrayal of the will of the people because those who lost 

the election were brought back into government through the formation 

of dubious coalition governments. 

The good news is that at least the will of the people was eventually 

allowed to prevail in the Ivory Coast. 

We must embrace democracy and create and nurture those institutions 

that promote and protect the rights and freedoms of ordinary citizens. 

That challenge for us as the new crop of African leaders is to consign 

repression and misgovernance to the dustbins and creating a new 

society with a new ethos and new values. 

We are a new generation which must focus on building strong 

economies, creating jobs and developing a qualitative and affordable 

social delivery system especially in the fields of health and education. 

We must embrace ICTs and become part of the global village. ICTs 

will enable us to realise our full potential and bring all citizens to the 

same level in terms of economic development and access to 

information. 
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One sees signs of hope; signs of a continent rising to the challenge 

and beginning to assert its political and economic rights.  

Our negative history as a continent and as individual countries has not 

blighted us to new opportunities and the prospect of a new era for our 

people. 

There has been massive economic revival in Rwanda despite its 

tortuous and painful national story while the big economies of South 

Africa and Nigeria continue to inspire the rest of the continent. 

There is renewed hope following the new government of South 

Sudan, there is some modicum of stability and a sense of back-to-

serious-business in the Ivory Coast and a post-conflict Libya is now 

settling down after several months of internal conflict and 42 years of 

one-man rule. 

So I am positive about this continent and its prospect for democracy.  

I have often said that Africa is the opportunity continent because of its 

vast resources and its hospitable and hard-working people.  
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We must be the new place to do business, not as junior partners, but 

in mutually beneficial partnerships that benefit the people of this great 

continent. 

Finally, it would be remiss of me to leave this platform without 

seeking your support for the delicate transition process taking place in 

Zimbabwe. 

We have a coalition government following the election of 2008 which 

I and my party won. But we have had problems with our partner in the 

coalition government refusing to implement some of the agreed 

reforms that would be necessary ahead of the next election which 

everyone agrees must be free and fair. 

The SADC-brokered negotiation being facilitated by South Africa led 

to an agreement by all parties to implement key electoral, media and 

political reforms that would have created a conducive environment for 

the holding of a free and fair poll. 

Our coalition partner has refused to implement these reforms. 
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As we prepare for the next election, I urge all of you to support and 

call for a free and fair election in Zimbabwe in which the people’s 

will is respected and protected. 

We are calling for a global advocacy campaign to end violence and to 

ensure a credible poll in our country. 

I urge you all to support SADC and the regional effort in stabilising 

the situation in Zimbabwe so that the people in our country are 

allowed to choose their own government without violence and 

intimidation. 

I call upon every one of you to stand by us in this delicate moment, 

aware that we must all become global citizens ready to defend peace 

and democracy everywhere. 

The struggle against apartheid and indeed the new global pressure 

against repression, terrorism and violence everywhere on the globe is 

evidence that the world will no longer stand and watch while a people 

elsewhere are brutalised and killed. 
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The struggle in Zimbabwe is an extra-ordinary struggle by ordinary 

people keen to create a new culture and a new country with new 

values. 

A new Zimbabwe with a legitimately elected government and in 

which the ordinary citizen will be free to pursue and live their dream. 

With everyone’s support and prayers, that new Zimbabwe is possible 

within our lifetime 

 

I thank You  

  

 

 

    

  

 


